DRIVING VIDEO RECORDER DR 760
Control Your Dashcam Intuitively With LCD Touch Screen

Equipped with 3.5 inch LCD touch screen, the 2-channel HELLA DR 760 driving video recorder offers high-quality components and excellent image resolution. It registers critical and fine detail of the commute without dropping a single frame. From recording of scenic and adventurous road memories to documenting of road incidents, HELLA DR 760 delivers the best motoring assurance and experiences to drivers.

- **24 Hours Parking Monitoring Mode (Smart Motion Detection)**
  Uninterrupted power for 24 hours recording even when the vehicle is parked.

- **Format Free Technology**
  Convenient and hassle-free format free technology, SD card does not require regular formatting.

- **WiFi function connect to smart phone**
  Allow users to transfer and playback footage on a smartphone wirelessly.

- **Storage**
  Support large capacity of up to 256GB micro SD card (class 10 recommended).

- **Full HD 1080P and 140 Degree Wide Angle View**
  Capture a wider view of the road with effectively reduced blind spots for maximum visibility.

- **Night Vision**
  Superior video recording quality in low light environment.

- **G-Sensor**
  Sudden braking or impact will automatically trigger the G-Sensor to start recording.

- **External GPS Module (Optional) – sold separately**
  The lightweight external GPS module picks up GPS signals fast and offers higher-quality signals and tracking. It tracks location and vehicle speed while recording the journey via PC Viewer.

- **Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)**
  Activate ADAS functions via external GPS module. ADAS is a road safety system that offers audio and visual alerts for Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS), Front Collision Warning System (FCWS) and Front Vehicle Departure Warning (FVDW). ADAS detects road markings and provide voice warnings to drivers when the vehicle strays from its lane or at risk of an imminent crash.